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Assist HIPAA Covered Entities, Business Associates, and other
interested parties in implementing HIPAA's Privacy, Security
and EDI Standard Transaction provisions, as amended over
time.
Foster public education about HIPAA.
Facilitate and streamline HIPAA implementation through
identification of best practices.
Reduce duplicate efforts among entities obligated to comply
with HIPAA.
Offer opportunities for partnering and collaborating between
entities implementing HIPAA.
Identify and evaluate new or difficult HIPAA interpretation
issues.
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HIPAA Collaborative of Wisconsin (“HIPAA COW”) holds the Copyright ©
to this Patient Right of Access Webinar. (“Presentation”). HIPAA COW
retains full copyright ownership, rights and protection in all material
contained in this Presentation. You may use this Presentation for your
own non-commercial purposes. It may be redistributed in its entirety
only if (i) the copyright notice is not removed or modified, and (ii) this
Presentation is provided to the recipient free of charge. If information is
excerpted from this Presentation and incorporated into another workproduct, attribution shall be given to HIPAA COW (e.g., reference HIPAA
COW as a resource). This Presentation may not be sold for profit or used
in commercial documents or applications. This Presentation is provided
“as is” without any express or implied warranty. This Presentation is for
educational purposes only and does not constitute legal advice. If you
require legal advice, you should consult with an attorney. Unless
otherwise noted, HIPAA COW has not addressed all state pre-emption
issues related to this Presentation. Therefore, this Presentation may need
to be modified in order to comply with Wisconsin/State law.
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LEGAL NOTICE: HIPAA Collaborative of Wisconsin Content and Liability Disclaimer
The HIPAA Collaborative of Wisconsin (HIPAA COW) shall not be responsible for any
errors or omissions contained in materials provided by HIPAA COW. All information is
provided on an "AS IS" basis.
HIPAA COW MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
(INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT AND IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANT-ABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE)
REGARDING ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN ITS MATERIALS. THE USER OF THE
MATERIALS SHALL ASSUME TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY AND RISK FOR THE USE OF THE
MATERIALS. IN NO EVENT SHALL HIPAA COW BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT,
CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, OR DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF
REVENUE, OR LOSS OF USE, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO ANY INFORMATION
CONTAINED IN THE MATERIALS PROVIDED BY HIPAA COW, WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES
ARISE IN CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, UNDER STATUTE, IN EQUITY, AT LAW OR
OTHERWISE.

The content of the materials provided by HIPAA COW is designed to provide accurate
and authoritative information in regard to the subject matter covered. It is provided with
the understanding that HIPAA COW is not engaged in rendering legal or other
professional services. If legal advice or other expert assistance is required, the services
of a competent professional person should be sought.
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Review the 2016 HHS Guidance on the
Individual’s Right Under HIPAA to Access
Their Health Information – Including:

◦ Individual’s Right to Direct PHI to Another Person






Discuss Challenges Related to Guidance

Address AHIMA’s Patient Request for Health
Information Form (July, 2017)
Identify Compliance and Implementation
Steps
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Issued in January, 2016; last updated on
HHS.gov in February, 2016

Focused on Patient Access – And Elimination
of Barriers to Access
Identifies $6.50 as Reasonable Cost-Based
Patient Fee
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/forprofessionals/privacy/guidance/access/index.html
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“Providing individuals with easy access to their
health information empowers them to be more
in control of decisions regarding their health
and well-being.

Individuals with access to their health
information are better able to monitor chronic
conditions, adhere to treatment plans, find and
fix errors in their health records, track progress
in wellness or disease management programs,
and directly contribute their information to
research.”
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The Privacy Rule generally requires HIPAA
covered entities (health plans and most health
care providers) to provide individuals, upon
request, with access to the protected health
information (PHI) about them in one or more
“designated record sets” maintained by or for
the covered entity. This includes the right to
inspect or obtain a copy, or both, of the PHI, as

well as to direct the covered entity to transmit a
copy to a designated person or entity of the
individual’s choice.
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While the Privacy Rule allows covered entities
to require that individuals request access in
writing and requires verification of the identity
of the person requesting access, a covered
entity may not impose unreasonable measures
on an individual requesting access that serve
as barriers to or unreasonably delay the
individual from obtaining access.
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Where an individual requests an electronic
copy of PHI that a CE maintains only on paper,
the CE is required to provide the individual
with an electronic copy if it is readily
producible electronically.
Where an individual requests an electronic
copy of PHI that a CE maintains electronically,
the CE must provide the individual with access
to the information in the requested electronic
form and format, if it is readily producible in
that form and format.
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The Privacy Rule permits a CE to impose a reasonable,
cost-based fee if the individual requests a copy of the
PHI (or agrees to receive a summary or explanation of
the information). The fee may include only the cost
of: (1) labor for copying the PHI requested by the
individual, whether in paper or electronic form; (2)
supplies for creating the paper copy or electronic
media (e.g., CD or USB drive) if the individual requests
that the electronic copy be provided on portable
media; (3) postage, when the individual requests that
the copy, or the summary or explanation, be mailed;
and (4) preparation of an explanation or summary of
the PHI, if agreed to by the individual.
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HHS Guidance: Optional charging a flat fee not to
exceed $6.50 per request if entities do not want to
calculate actual or average costs to provide the
requested copy. https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/forprofessionals/privacy/guidance/access/index.html
#maximumflatfee
Wisconsin State health care record copy fees are
released annually in July by the Wisconsin
Department of Health Services. 2017 fees:
https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/wisact146/medical
-records-fee.pdf
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An individual also has a right to direct the
covered entity to transmit the PHI about the
individual directly to another person or entity
designated by the individual.
The individual’s request to direct the PHI to
another person must be in writing, signed by
the individual, and clearly identify the
designated person and where to send the PHI.
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PERMITS but does not REQUIRE CE to disclose
PHI.

Complex form with multiple requirements
and fields to be completed.



No time limit for disclosing PHI.



No limitations on fees.
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REQUIRES CE to disclose PHI (except where
exception may apply).

Must be in writing – but far less required data
fields.
CE must act on request no later than 30 days
after receipt of request.
Fees are limited to reasonable, cost-based
fee.
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The American Health Information Management
Association (AHIMA) is pleased to provide a
model Patient Request for Health Information
Form to assist patients and providers in
understanding and complying with patients
“individual right of access” to their information
as required by the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA).





The “Explanation for Use of AHIMA Patient
Request for Health Information Model Form” the reverse side of the model form - contains
additional information, including links to
related HIPAA specific requirements and
resources to assist in a better understanding
by patients and providers.
AHIMA hopes you find this model form to be
helpful in connecting patients with their
health information.

Patient Request for Health Information Form
is available on the www.AHIMA.org.
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Long-Held Belief that Full “Autho” is Always
Required!

Promised Follow-Up Guidance from HHS –
Not Forthcoming
Use of Form as Work-Around by Special
Interest Groups
Confusion!
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Implementation Experience
◦ Staff Training, Education, and Awareness
 HIM
 Other Relevant Departments
 All Staff – Awareness

◦ New Form
◦ Supporting Procedure
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Nancy Davis, MS, RHIA, CHPS
Director of Compliance and Safety
Door County Medical Center
920-746-3567
Nancy.Davis@dcmedical.org
Chrisann Lemery, MS, RHIA, CHPS, FAHIMA
Director of Compliance & Audit
MercyCare Insurance
608-314-2343
clemery@mhemail.org

Thank you!
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Thank you for viewing this webinar.
If you have any comments or
feedback, please feel free to email
us at admin2@hipaacow.org.
Visit our website at hipaacow.org!!

“Like Us” on

“Follow Us” on
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